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1. What you saw #1!

Insert Over molding Automation (Pre-Insert Molding Automation) for Cell phone plastics case. HYRobotics displays HYRobotics Hybrid Traverse Robot for Cell Phone Manufacturing on DIMA 90 Tons Molding Machine. HYRobotics showed over molded Cell phone case after putting the insert in the mold. Many of our customers amazed due to size of insert (Fastener) that we can handle and Mechanism without Scara Robot.

1. HYRobotics HYBRID - V 200DV series Robot.
2. Bowl feeder with Insert supply machines
3. DIMA DMT 90 Tons IMM molding Machine.

HYRobotics proudly presented to NPE Attendance for our technology especially handling skill for insert automation. HYRobotics installed over 200 insert automation units and help our customers to change more than 600 mold with our automation units. What you’ve seen at the NPE is running many plant in world wide now.

Please remember, Best Insert Automation system from HYRobotics Corp.
2. What you saw #2!

2. Swing Type Robot (CE certified Sprue Picking Robot) (From 30 ~ 500 Tons IMM)

1) TOPIV-V-450: For Vertical Injection Molding Machine
2) TOPIV 550XC: Horizontal Molding Machine up to 120 Tons
3) TOPIV-Twin 550XC: Three Plate Mold (Without Hot Runner Systems)
4) TOPIV 950X: Up to 500 Tons IMM

HYROBOTICS displays 4 Swing Type Robots (Sprue Picking and Parts Picking Robots.).
TOPIV Sprue Picking robot is CE Certified and all Festo Pneumatic Actuator for each Axis.
Famous TOPIV Sprue Picker is installing non delicate products take out application and sprue picking robot up to 500 tons Molding Machines.
3. WHEN, WHERE YOU WERE!
LOCATION: NPE 2006 CHICAGO EAST HALL, BOOTH NO 9007
COMPANY NAME: HYROBOTICS CORP.
HOME PAGE: WWW.HYROBOT.COM, WWW.HYROBOTS.COM

4. WHO YOU MET IN HYROBOTICS BOOTH!
This was HYRobotics first NPE exhibition, There was so many thing that I (Sam) missed and not prepared well for this
exhibition even though I did my best ( An Excuse! ) . If you haven’t satisfied about our booth, please remember us and meet
next NPE again. We really appreciate you were able to stop our booth. About 420 customers stop by.

There was so many people who helped HYRobotics. First of all, thanks to you who stop by our booth and interested
in our products. and 2nd of all, there was many sales partner who joined to HYRobotics that I will not forget. Felipe, Barbara
from CPI Plastika ( Mexico City ), Kurt from Meisei America (MD), Gary from Midwest Polymer Machinery (IL), Bob from
Process Tech (WI), Dayton from Sullivan Plastics(CA), Dennis from QMC machinery (MN), Thomas from Thomas Myers As-

dicate (MO), Joe from Wakplastics Machinery (MI), Ron from Plascom ( CANADA ), Larry from Plastech Machinery ( NJ)

and Phillip from Dima, Ken from Polytek other people. ( Not in any Order ) : Meeting new people are always adding more
value on our life. Thanks to everybody. Also I personally thanks to Gina Choi from KCTC in California who handles Freights.

Also there was 7 person who did there best for your satisfaction. Hope you remember those people. Robot Kang,
Julian Park, Jin Mok, Sam Lee, Dae Kang, Jae Han, Alica Kim ( in order of Age ). And people who produced that products

The products that you see at the NPE show was developed and presented by above people through sales partner in USA